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a b s t r a c t

An experiment using the Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage (PKL) was performed for the OECD/NEA PKL-3
Project as a counterpart to a previous test with the large-scale test facility (LSTF) on a cold leg small-
break loss-of-coolant accident with an accident management (AM) measure in a pressurized water
reactor. Concerning the AM measure, the rate of steam generator (SG) secondary-side depressurization
was controlled to achieve a primary depressurization rate of 200 K/h as a common test condition;
however, the onset timings of the SG depressurization were different from each other. In both tests, rapid
recovery started in the core collapsed liquid level after loop seal clearing, which caused whole core
quench. Some discrepancies appeared between the LSTF and PKL test results for the core collapsed liquid
level, the cladding surface temperature, and the primary pressure. The RELAP5/MOD3.3 code predicted
the overall trends of the major thermal-hydraulic responses observed in the LSTF test well, and indicated
a remaining problem in the prediction of primary coolant distribution. Results of uncertainty analysis for
the LSTF test clarified the influences of the combination of multiple uncertain parameters on peak
cladding temperature within the defined uncertain ranges.
© 2017 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Remaining issues in thermal-hydraulic safety research for
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) include scaling problems to
extrapolate phenomena observed in scaled-down facilities to
reactor accident conditions [1]. Counterpart testing is thus
considered preferable for phenomena investigation and data
preparation for computer code validation using integral test facil-
ities that are designed similarly but with different size and pres-
sure, such as the rig of safety assessment/large-scale test facility
(ROSA/LSTF) in Japan [2] and the Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage
(PKL) in Germany [3]. Table 1 compares the major features of the
LSTF and the PKL. Volumetric scaling is 1/48 in the LSTF, whereas it
is 1/145 in the PKL. The LSTF runs at full pressure, whereas the PKL
pressure is limited to 5MPa. The number of loops is two in the LSTF,
and four in the PKL. The axial core power profile is a nine-step
chopped cosine in the LSTF, whereas it is flat in the PKL. The
vessel downcomer is cylindrical in the LSTF, but is an annulus in the
upper part and a double pipe in the lower part in the PKL.

An LSTF test denoted as SB-HL-18 for the OECD/NEA ROSA-2
Project [4] was used to simulate a PWR hot leg small-break loss-
of-coolant accident (SBLOCA) with an accident management (AM)
measure as a counterpart to a subsequent PKL test denoted as G7.1
under the collaboration of the OECD/NEA PKL-2 Project [5] in 2011.
As the AM measure, when the maximum core exit temperature
reached 623 K due to core boil-off, steam generator (SG) secondary-
side depressurizationwas initiated by fully opening the relief valves
in both SGs in the LSTF test (low-pressure phase), and in all four SGs
in the PKL test (test phase). Through a comparison of the LSTF and
PKL tests on the hot leg SBLOCAwith the AMmeasures, the authors
[6] have clarified the relationship between the core exit tempera-
ture and the cladding surface temperature of the simulated fuel rod.
Meanwhile, the ROSA-2 and PKL-2 Project members made a pro-
posal that counterpart testing of previous tests with the LSTF
should be carried out focusing on different phenomena within the
PKL-3 Project [7].

Accordingly, Japan Atomic Energy Agency put forward several
kinds of the previous LSTF tests as candidates for the PKL coun-
terpart tests within the PKL-3 Project. Among the candidates, the
PKL-3 Project members approved an LSTF test denoted as SB-CL-32,
whichwas performed in 1996 by simulating a PWR cold leg SBLOCA
with SG secondary-side depressurization as an AM measure, as* Corresponding author.
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shown in Fig. 1. Certain test assumptions were made, such as total
failure of high-pressure injection system of emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) as a more severe condition in view of core cooling,
and no inflow of nitrogen gas from accumulator (ACC) tanks of ECCS
into the primary system due to ACC system isolation after the
coolant injection initiation. In the LSTF SB-CL-32 test, phenomena
such as core uncovery, loop seal clearing (LSC), and reflux
condensation in SG U-tubes were observed at a primary pressure
range of about 4e6.5 MPa. A PKL experiment denoted as H1.1 was
conducted in 2015 as a counterpart to the LSTF SB-CL-32 test.
Concerning a common condition of the LSTF and PKL tests on the
cold leg SBLOCA, the rate of secondary-side depressurization
employed for the SGs as the AMmeasure was adjusted to achieve a
depressurization rate of 200 K/h in the primary system. This
depressurization rate was much larger than the value of 55 K/h,
which is used as the depressurization rate during operator action
procedures in PWR accidents where heat removal by SG(s) is
possible [8]. The AMmeasure was started 10 min after the break in
the LSTF test. By contrast, in the PKL test it was initiated when the
maximum cladding surface temperature exceeded 773 K, which
was almost the same as the peak cladding temperature (PCT)
observed in the LSTF test. The onset timing of the AM measure
under the pressure limitation of the PKL test was set to simulate the
phenomena observed in the LSTF test (e.g., core recovery after LSC
induced by steam condensation on the ACC coolant). Boundary
conditions of the PKL test, such as the flow rates of ACC and low-
pressure injection (LPI) systems of ECCS and core power, were
defined based on the LSTF test conditions and volumetric scaling
ratio of LSTF to PKL.

In this study, mutual comparison of the LSTF and PKL tests on the
cold leg SBLOCAwith the AMmeasure was carried out to investigate
the influences of system scaling on major thermal-hydraulic re-
sponses. Computer codes were employed to extrapolate results to
reactor accident conditions. The experimental approach through the
counterpart tests and an analytical approach with the use of com-
puter codes are complementary for evaluating the reactor accidents.
Post-test analysis for the LSTF test was performed using the RELAP5/
MOD3.3 code [9] to clarify the remaining subjects related to code
adequacy. The analysis results determined by the RELAP5 code
include uncertainties, which are attributed to such individual
sources as code input data and code physical models. To define
uncertain parameters, an attempt was made to set up phenomena
identification and ranking table (PIRT) [10] for the cold leg SBLOCA
from the viewpoint of the importance of phenomena in determining
the PCT, on the basis of the LSTF test data analysis and the post-test
analysis with the RELAP5 code. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses
for the LSTF test were conducted to study the influences of single or
multiple uncertain parameters on the PCT. This paper describes
major results from the LSTF test and the RELAP5 code analyses, and
the PKL counterpart test.

2. LSTF and PKL facilities

The LSTF simulates a Westinghouse-type four-loop 3,423 MW
(thermal) PWR using a two-loop systemmodel with full-height and
1/48 volume. The reference PWR is Tsuruga Unit-2. Fig. 2 shows a
schematic view of the LSTF, which is composed of a pressure vessel,
pressurizer (PZR), and primary loops. Each loop includes an active
SG with 141 full-size U-tubes (inner-diameter of 19.6 mm each),
primary coolant pump, and hot and cold legs. Instrumented U-
tubes designated as tubes 1 and 6 are short tubes (Type 1 in
Table 2), tubes 2 and 5 are medium tubes (Type 5), and tubes 3 and
4 are long tubes (Type 9). To better simulate the flow regime
transitions in the primary loops, the hot and cold legs, 207 mm in
inner diameter, are sized to conserve the volumetric scale (2/48)
and the ratio of the length to the square root of pipe diameter [11].
To simulate the fuel rod assembly in the reference PWR, the LSTF
core consists of 1,008 electrically heated rods in 24 rod bundles. The
axial core power profile is a nine-step chopped cosine with a
peaking factor of 1.495. The LSTF maximum core power of 10 MW
corresponds to 14% of the volumetrically scaled PWR nominal core
power.

With a four-loop system model with full-height and 1/145 vol-
ume, the PKL simulates a Vorkonvoi-type four-loop 1,300 MW
(electrical) Siemens PWR. The reference PWR is Philippsburg Unit-
2. The PKL is equipped with the entire primary side and most of the
essential parts of the secondary side. The PKL core is composed of a
bundle of 314 electrically heated rods with a uniform axial power
profile. The PKL maximum core power of 2.5 MW corresponds to
10% of the volumetrically scaled PWR nominal core power.

3. LSTF and PKL tests

3.1. LSTF and PKL test conditions

3.1.1. LSTF test conditions
The break was simulated using a 10.1-mm inner-diameter

sharp-edge orifice, horizontally mounted flush with the cold leg
inner surface in loop without PZR, as shown in Fig. 3. The orifice
size corresponds to 1% of the volumetric-scaled cross-sectional area
of the reference PWR cold leg.

The LSTF test was initiated by opening a break valve located
downstream of the break orifice at time zero. Initial steady-state
conditions such as PZR pressure and fluid temperatures in the hot

Table 1
Major features of LSTF and PKL.

Item LSTF PKL

Height Full
Volumetric scaling 1/48 1/145
No. of loops 2 4
Vessel downcomer Cylindrical Annulus (upper part);

double-pipe (lower part)
U-tubes/SG 141 30
Pressure Full Up to 5 MPa
Core power 14% (10 MW) 10% (2.5 MW)
Axial profile Chopped cosine Flat
Radial profile Three-region
ECCS Full

ECCS, emergency core cooling system; LSTF, large-scale test facility; PKL, Pri-
mӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage; SG, steam generator.
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Fig. 1. Coolant behavior during pressurized water reactor cold leg small-break loss-of-
coolant accident with accident management measure.
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and cold legs were 15.5 MPa, 598 K, and 562 K, respectively, ac-
cording to the reference PWR conditions. Loss of off-site power was
assumed to occur concurrently with a scram signal when the PZR
pressure decreased to 12.97 MPa. The LSTF core power was main-
tained at the initial value of 10 MW for 18 s until the scaled PWR
core decay power dropped to 10 MWafter the scram signal (Fig. 4).
The LSTF core power began to decay afterward following the
specified core power decay curve [12]. Initial SG secondary-side
pressure was raised to 7.3 MPa to limit the primary-to-secondary
heat transfer rate to 10 MW, while 6.1 MPa is nominal value in
the reference PWR. Set point pressures for opening and closure of
the SG relief valves were 8.03 MPa and 7.82 MPa, respectively,
referring to the corresponding values in the reference PWR.

Secondary-side depressurization of both SGs as the AMmeasure
was undertaken 10 min after the break. To achieve the primary

depressurization rate of 200 K/h, the SG depressurization rate was
controlled bymeans of steam discharge through flow control valves
in both SGs. The drop curve of the SG secondary-side pressure after
the AM measure onset was predetermined based on the primary
saturation temperature under an assumption that the primary
pressure may closely follow the SG secondary-side pressure.
Auxiliary feedwater was injected into the secondary side of both
SGs after some delay. The SG depressurization with the auxiliary
feedwater injection continued until the test ended. The auxiliary
feedwater flow rate was at a constant value of 0.4 kg/s for each SG;
this value corresponds to about 60% of the volumetric-scaled rate of
the reference PWR. Regarding the ECCS conditions, ACC and LPI
systems automatically initiated coolant injection into both cold legs
at the primary pressures of 4.51 MPa and 1.2 MPa, respectively. To
prevent nitrogen gas from entering the primary system, the ACC
system was isolated when the primary pressure decreased to
2.5 MPa.

3.1.2. PKL test conditions
The PKL pressure is up to 5 MPa, as mentioned earlier. The PKL

test was divided into two phases: the preparation phase and the
test phase. In the preparation phase, the primary pressure was
increased to about 4.7 MPa under a certain constant value of core
power but with loss of the primary coolant inventory through the
break following the SG isolation. The size of break at the side of cold
leg corresponds to 1% of the volumetric-scaled cross-sectional area
of the reference PWR cold leg. The normalization for the core power
data in the PKL test shown in Fig. 5 was the same as that in the LSTF
test shown in Fig. 4. In the test phase, the core power started to
drop at time zero when the primary coolant inventory decreased to
90% of the initial value. The core power was maintained at a certain
power after 652 s to keep the primary pressure at about 5 MPa,
whereas the SG secondary-side pressure was controlled at
approximately 4.9 MPa. The core power began to drop again at
1,672 s, around which time a significant drop started in the core
collapsed liquid level (to be described in the “Comparison of PKL
Test Results with LSTF Test Data” section). The core power reduc-
tion curve employed for the LSTF test was referred to. As an AM
measure, SG secondary-side depressurization was started to ach-
ieve a primary depressurization rate of 200 K/h when the
maximum cladding surface temperature reached 773 K. At the
same time, the auxiliary feedwater was injected into the SG sec-
ondary side. The onset timing of the AMmeasure was based on the
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of rig of safety assessment/large-scale test facility.

Table 2
Details of LSTF U-tubes in each SG.

Type Straight
length (m)

No. of tubes Instrumented tubes

1 9.44 21 Two short tubes (Tubes 1 and 6)
2 9.59 19
3 9.74 19
4 9.89 19
5 10.04 17 Two medium tubes (Tubes 2 and 5)
6 10.19 15
7 10.34 13
8 10.49 11
9 10.64 7 Two long tubes (Tubes 3 and 4)

LSTF, large-scale test facility; SG, steam generator.
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of large-scale test facility break unit.
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Fig. 4. Core power curve in large-scale test facility test. LSC, loop seal clearing; SG,
steam generator.
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PCT observed in the LSTF test (to be mentioned in the “Major
Thermal-Hydraulic Responses Observed in the LSTF Test” section).
The objectives of the AM measure included simulation of the
phenomena observed in the LSTF test (e.g., core recovery after LSC
induced by steam condensation on the ACC coolant). The ACC and
LPI systems automatically initiated the injection of coolant into all
the cold legs at the primary pressures of 4.3 MPa and 1.2 MPa,
respectively. No nitrogen gas inflow from the ACC tanks into the
primary system was simulated by the isolation of the ACC system
when the primary pressure decreased to 2.1 MPa.

3.2. LSTF and PKL test results

3.2.1. Major thermal-hydraulic responses observed in the LSTF test
Figs. 6e10 show the major thermal-hydraulic responses

observed in the LSTF test. Break flow rate is derived from differ-
ential of time-integrated break flow evaluated from the liquid-level
increase in the break flow storage tank. The break flow rate roughly
decreased stepwise when the break flow changed from single-
phase liquid to two-phase flow first soon after the liquid level
formed at the cold leg, and then the break flow changed to single-
phase vapor when the cold leg became empty of liquid (Fig. 6). The

1,0001,000 1,5001,500 2,0002,000 2,5002,500 3,0003,0000 500500 3,5003,500 4,0004,000

Fig. 5. Core power curve in Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage test. LSC, loop seal
clearing; SG, steam generator.
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Fig. 6. Large-scale test facility test results for break flow rate and cold leg liquid level
in loop without PZR.
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Fig. 7. Large-scale test facility test results for primary and steam generator (SG)
secondary-side pressures. PZR, pressurizer.
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Fig. 8. Large-scale test facility test result for crossover leg downflow-side collapsed
liquid level. PZR, pressurizer.
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Fig. 9. Large-scale test facility test results for collapsed liquid levels at upper plenum
and core.
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primary pressure began to decrease after the break, whereas the SG
secondary-side pressure increased to 8 MPa until the onset of the
AMmeasure after the closure of the SG main steam isolation valves
following the scram signal (Fig. 7). The small size of break led to a
slow primary depressurization. The SG secondary-side pressure
fluctuated between 8.03 MPa and 7.82 MPa due to cycle opening of
the SG relief valves. The primary pressure decreased to the SG
secondary-side pressure, and followed the SG secondary-side
pressure after the AM measure onset, resulting in the actuations
of the ACC and LPI systems. The first LSC occurred following the
liquid-level drop in the crossover leg downflow side (Fig. 8). The
collapsed liquid level in the crossover leg downflow side recovered
quickly after the first LSC in the loop with PZR, but increased
slightly in the loop without PZR. The second LSC took place because
of steam condensation on the ACC coolant injected into both cold
legs. The collapsed liquid level in the crossover leg downflow side
recovered because of an increase in the ACC flow rate, and
increased rapidly after the LPI actuation. The LSTF core is 3.66 m in
active height. The first core uncovery by core boil-off started after
the upper plenum became empty of liquid following depletion of
the primary coolant inventory through the break (Fig. 9). The core
collapsed liquid level started to recover alongwith the first LSC, and
then the collapsed liquid level recovered in the upper plenum for a
short while. During the first core uncovery period, the cladding
surface temperatures at Positions 5, 6, and 7 (¼ 1.8 m, 2.2 m, and
2.6 m, respectively, above the core bottom) began to increase at
928 s, 910 s, and 920 s, respectively (Fig. 10B). The cladding surface
temperature at Position 6 reached 669 K at 954 s. The whole core

was quenched by 960 s. A significant drop started in the core
collapsed liquid level after the upper plenumwas voided again. The
second core uncovery by core boil-off took place before the second
LSC induced by steam condensation on the ACC coolant. The core
collapsed liquid level began to recover along with the second LSC.
During the second core uncovery period, the cladding surface
temperatures at Positions 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 (¼ 1.8 m, 2.2 m, 2.6 m,
3.0 m, and 3.6 m above the core bottom, respectively) began to
increase at 1,159 s, 1,127 s, 1,102 s, 1,203 s, and 1,223 s, respectively.
The PCT, whichwas observed at Position 6, was 772 K at 1,252 s. The
PCT corresponded to the normalized value of 1 shown in Figs. 10A
and 10B. The whole core was quenched by 1,260 s.

3.2.2. Comparison of PKL test results with LSTF test data
The results of the PKL test shown in Figs. 11e14 were compared

with the LSTF test data shown in Figs. 7e10. The normalization for
the pressure and temperature data in the PKL test (shown in Figs.11
and 14) was the same as that in the LSTF test (shown in Figs. 7 and
10A and 10B). In the PKL test, phenomena that appeared in the LSTF
test were observed, such as core uncovery, core recovery after the
LSC, and reflux condensation in the SG U-tubes. The AM measure
started during the second core uncovery period in the PKL test,
whereas it initiated before the first core uncovery in the LSTF test.
Concerning the AM measure, the primary depressurization rate of
200 K/h in the PKL test was the same as that in the LSTF test. The
total ACC water volume in the PKL test was set considering the LSTF
test condition and the volumetric scaling ratio of LSTF to PKL. The
ACC injection pressure in the PKL test was almost the same as that
in the LSTF test. In the PKL test only, however, the primary pressure
became much lower than the SG secondary-side pressure (Fig. 11)
because of a significant condensation of steam on the ACC coolant
due to a significant increase in the ACC flow rate after the incipience
of the injection. Owing to the primary pressure response, the ACC
coolant was intermittently injected during three periods at around
2,553e2,585 s, 2,633e2,720 s, and 3,130e3,284 s in the PKL test. By
contrast, in the LSTF test the primary pressure decreased following
the SG secondary-side pressure during the successive ACC coolant
injection period at around 1,225e1,980 s. These were probably due
to effects of the difference between the LSTF and the PKL in the ACC
injection configuration, as mentioned below. In the PKL, the ACC
coolant is injected from the side toward the center line of each cold
leg, and the angle of the injection line to the cold leg is 60�. By
contrast, in the LSTF it is injected from the top toward the center

(A)

(B)

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500

900 1,000 1,100 1,200 1,300 1,400700 800

Fig. 10. (A) Overall transient and (B) local transient of large-scale test facility test result
for cladding surface temperature. PCT, peak cladding temperature.

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500 3,500 4,000

Fig. 11. Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage test results for primary and steam generator
(SG) secondary-side pressures.
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line of each cold leg, and the angle of the injection line to the cold
leg is 90� or 45�. A continuous drop in the crossover leg downflow-
side collapsed liquid level caused the first LSC in both tests (Fig. 12).
The crossover leg downflow-side collapsed liquid level changed in
asymmetric manner during the period from the first LSC to the
second LSC in both tests. A rapid recovery started in the core
collapsed liquid level after the first LSC in both tests (Fig. 13). The
difference between the elevation levels at the core top and the
crossover leg bottom is different between the LSTF and the PKL
because of the system model with full height, which may affect
occurrence and timing of LSC and core recovery. In the PKL test
only, a small increase appeared in the cladding surface temperature
because the first LSC and core recovery occurred immediately after
the first core uncovery (Fig. 14). This was probably due to influences
of the difference between the LSTF and the PKL in the crossover leg
geometry. Steam condensation on the ACC coolant caused a tem-
porary and further decrease in the core collapsed liquid level in
both tests. A quick recovery started in the core collapsed liquid level
after the second LSC in both tests. The PCT was observed at about
0.5 m below the core top in the PKL test. The PCT was 62 K higher in
the PKL test than that in the LSTF test because the core temperature
excursion continued until the actuation of the ACC system in the
PKL test, as shown in Fig. 14. The cladding surface temperature
continued to increase because of the liquid level drop in the core
due to steam condensation that occurred for a short while after the
ACC actuation in the PKL test, similar to the LSTF test. The LPI
system actuated at 3,850 s in the PKL test, and at 2,570 s in the LSTF
test. The actuation of the LPI system caused a great increase in the
core collapsed liquid level in both tests. The AMmeasure, therefore,
was confirmed to be effective for continuous core cooling via
actuation of the LPI system in both tests. An insight was obtained
from the counterpart test that differences between the two test
facilities in configuration and geometry as well as volumetric size
should be taken into consideration for studying the scaling
problems.

4. RELAP5 code analyses for LSTF test

4.1. RELAP5 calculation conditions

The post-test analysis was conducted with the RELAP5/MOD3.3
code by incorporating a two-phase critical flow model [13], which
can correctly predict the discharge rate through the sharp-edge
orifice to simulate the break. The model employs the Bernoulli
incompressible orifice flow equation with a discharge coefficient
(Cd) of 0.61 for single-phase discharge liquid [14], and the
maximum bounding flow theory for two-phase discharge flow [15].
This flow theory assumes that no phase change occurs at all along
the flow, and that the local slip ratio is equal to (rliquid/rgas)1/3,
where r is the fluid density. A value of Cd of 0.84was used for single-
phase discharge steam [16].

As can be seen in Fig. 15A, the LSTF systemwas modeled in one-
dimensional manner including a pressure vessel, primary loops,
PZR, SGs, and SG secondary-side system. For better prediction of
the nonuniform coolant behavior during natural circulation, the SG
U-tubes were simulated by nine parallel flow channels that corre-
spond to the nine different lengths of the U-tubes, namely, 24
nodes for short-to-medium tubes (straight length of 9.44e9.89 m,
four cases in Table 2) and 26 nodes for medium-to-long tubes
(straight length of 10.04e10.64 m, five cases) [17,18]. As shown in
Fig. 15B, the core was represented by three vertical stacks of nine
equal-height volumes, according to a nine-step chopped cosine
power profile along the length of the core. For better representation
of multidimensional flow in the core, the stack for the high-power
rod bundle was horizontally connected to that for the mean-power

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500 3,500 4,000

Fig. 12. Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage test result for crossover leg downflow-side
collapsed liquid level. LSC, loop seal clearing; PZR, pressurizer.

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500 3,500 4,000

Fig. 13. Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage test results for collapsed liquid levels at
upper plenum and core.

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500 3,500 4,000

Fig. 14. Primӓrkreislӓufe Versuchsanlage test result for cladding surface temperature.
PCT, peak cladding temperature; SG, steam generator.
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rod bundle by nine cross-flow junctions, and to that for the low-
power rod bundle by nine cross-flow junctions based on the core
configuration. Each stack was composed of components for fluid
and heat structures, and was connected to branches for the core
inlet and exit. The radial power distribution was then given
considering the peaking factor and the number of high-, mean-, and
low-power rod bundles. Other initial and boundary conditions
were determined according to the LSTF test data.

4.2. Comparison of calculated results with test data

The RELAP5 code predicted the overall trends of the major
thermal-hydraulic responses observed in the LSTF test well. The
break flow rate was roughly calculated until a significant drop
started in the cold leg liquid level (Figs. 16 and 17). The cold leg
liquid level, however, became close to zero earlier in the analysis
compared to the LSTF test, which resulted in the underprediction of
the break flow rate. The primary and SG secondary pressures after
the AM measure onset agreed reasonably well with those in the
LSTF test (Fig. 18). The code reproduced the experimental obser-
vation that nonuniform flow occurred among the SG U-tubes, but
the coolant drained at almost the same rate among the SG U-tubes
in the analysis (Fig. 19). The SG secondary-side collapsed liquid

level was calculated reasonably well, probably due to the relatively
good prediction of the steam discharge rate through the SG sec-
ondary valve (Fig. 20). The ACC and LPI flow rates were larger in the
analysis than they were in the LSTF test due to the underprediction
of the primary pressure (Figs. 18 and 21). In the analysis only, large
fluctuations appeared in the ACC flow rate due to the influence of
steam condensation in the cold leg volume where variation
occurred in the pressure, which caused increases in the break flow
rate and the cold leg liquid level with large fluctuations (Figs. 16, 17,
and 21). The actuation of the LPI system was earlier in the analysis
than that in the LSTF test due to earlier isolation of the ACC system,
which caused earlier recovery of the cold leg liquid level. The code
reproduced the experimental observation that the core collapsed
liquid level started to recover along with the LSC. The code, how-
ever, did not properly calculate the crossover leg downflow-side
collapsed liquid level (Fig. 22). The core collapsed liquid level
began to significantly drop earlier in the analysis compared with
the LSTF test (Fig. 23A) due to earlier initiation of a significant
decrease in the crossover leg downflow-side collapsed liquid level
and thus earlier first LSC.

The measuring points at Positions 5, 6, and 7 are, respectively,
located at 1.8 m, 2.2 m, and 2.6 m above the core bottom, while the

Branch for core inlet

Branch for core exit

H : stack for high-power rod bundle
M : stack for middle-power rod bundle
L  : stack for low-power rod bundle

H ML 

Core

SG
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plenum

Loop with PZRLoop without PZR

Core

Example; 
*24 nodes for tubes; 
straight length of 9.44 to 
9.89 m
*26 nodes for tubes; 
10.04 to 10.64 m

Pressurizer (PZR)

Pressure vessel
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ECCSECCS
Break

(A)

(B)

Fig. 15. (A) Overall schematic of large-scale test facility (LSTF) system and (B) details of
LSTF core as noding schematic for RELAP5 analysis. ECCS, emergency core cooling
system; PZR, pressurizer; SG, steam generator.
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Fig. 16. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for break flow rate.

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500

Fig. 17. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for cold leg liquid level in loop
without PZR.
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locations of the nodes of Positions 5, 6, and 7, respectively, corre-
spond to 1.6e2.0 m, 2.0e2.4 m, and 2.4e2.8 m above the core
bottom. The increase of the cladding surface temperature during
the first core uncovery was underpredicted due to the shorter
duration of the first core uncovery (Fig. 24A). The cladding surface
temperature rises when the rod surface is uncovered above the
two-phasemixture level in the core.When the void fraction is 1 at a
node, the core two-phase mixture level appears just below the
node. The calculated cladding surface temperatures at the nodes of
Positions 5, 6, and 7 began to increase at 1,263 s, 1,218 s, and 1,185 s,
respectively, when the void fraction became 1 during the second
core uncovery period, as shown in Figs. 23B and 24B. The PCT
appeared at the node of Position 7 in the analysis, but was different
from Position 6, where the PCT was observed in the LSTF test. The
PCT was underpredicted because of overprediction of the core
collapsed liquid level due to inadequate prediction of the flow rate
of the ACC system. The second core uncovery occurred later in the
analysis compared to the LSTF test, which caused the PCT to appear
later. Themaximum cladding surface temperatures at Positions 5, 6,
and 7 were underpredicted.

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500

1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,0000 500

Fig. 18. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for primary and steam generator
secondary-side pressures in loop with pressurizer (PZR).

,

,

Fig. 19. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for steam generator U-tube upflow-
side collapsed liquid level in loop with pressurizer (PZR).
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Fig. 20. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for steam generator (SG)
secondary-side collapsed liquid level in loop with pressurizer (PZR).
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Fig. 21. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for accumulator (ACC) and low-
pressure injection (LPI) flow rates in loop with pressurizer (PZR).
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Fig. 22. Large-scale test facility and RELAP5 results for crossover leg downflow-side
collapsed liquid level in loop with pressurizer (PZR).
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5. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses for LSTF test

5.1. Phenomena identification and ranking table

Table 3 shows the PIRT and related uncertain parameters for the
cold leg SBLOCA. The PIRT for each component was created in terms
of the importance of phenomena in determining the PCT. It was also
based on the LSTF test data analysis and the post-test analysis with
the RELAP5 code, referring to the PIRTs that had been developed for
various kinds of LOCA scenarios [19,20]. The phenomena identified
for each component are described below. Critical flow at the break
has an effect on break flow rate, which controls depressurization
rate and coolant inventory in the primary system. Two-phase
mixture levels appeared in the upper head, the upper plenum,
the core, the downcomer, and the PZR. Horizontal stratification
took place at the upper plenum, the hot leg, the crossover leg, and
the cold leg. Heat generation in the core is due to decay of the fuel
rods following the scram signal. Heat is stored in the fuel rods, and
is reflected in the temperature difference between the fuel and the
coolant. When the core is uncovered, heat transfer mode changes
and rewet occurs. The LSTF has two bypass flow paths between the
upper head and the downcomer providing a bypass flow of 0.3% of
the total core flow rate during initial steady state, and between the
hot leg leak line and the downcomer allowing a 0.2% bypass flow
for each loop. Steam is discharged into the atmosphere through the
SG secondary-side valve to achieve a certain primary depressur-
ization rate. Steam condensation occurred on coolant injected from

the ACC and LPI systems into the cold leg. Flow resistance of the
primary coolant pump affects natural circulation flow rate. Coast-
down performance of the primary coolant pump following the
scram signal has an effect on loop flow rate during forced circula-
tion period.

Each phenomenon is given a ranking of high, medium, or low.
High-, medium-, and low-ranked phenomena may, respectively,
have large, medium, and small effects on the PCT. The high-ranked
phenomena included critical flow at the break, decay heat of the
fuel rods, core two-phase mixture level, core heat transfer, and
steam condensation on the ACC coolant injected into the cold leg.
The uncertain parameters concerning the high-ranked phenomena
will be explained in the “Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis
Conditions” section. Two-phasemixture levels in the upper plenum
and the downcomer, stored heat of the fuel rods, and core rewet
were included in the medium-ranked phenomena. The other
phenomena corresponded to the low-ranked phenomena.

5.2. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis conditions

The post-test analysis conditions were considered as the con-
ditions of the base case employed for the sensitivity analysis with
respect to each uncertain parameter. The initial conditions for the
sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were the same as those for the
post-test analysis. Table 4 shows the list of the parameters and the

(A)

(B)
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Fig. 23. (A) Overall and (B) local core collapsed liquid levels obtained by large-scale
test facility and RELAP5 and core void fraction by RELAP5.
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Fig. 24. (A) Overall and (B) local cladding surface temperatures obtained by large-scale
test facility and RELAP5.
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ranges used for the uncertainty analysis relevant to the high-
ranked phenomena on the basis of the PIRT. The discharge coeffi-
cient (Cd) through the break for single-phase liquid and two-phase
flow was in the range of 0.60e0.62; these values were chosen to
clarify the effects of the small difference on the cladding surface
temperature, taking account of the cladding surface temperature
trend obtained from the post-test analysis. The range of the core
decay power was the specified value ±0.1 MW, which covers the
measurement uncertainty of ±0.07MW [2]. In the RELAP5 code, the
gaseliquid interphase drag model in the core is based on work by
Ishii and Mishima [21] on the interfacial area and the drag in the
circular pipe geometries. Larger gaseliquid interphase drag in the
core causes overprediction of the core collapsed liquid level. The
gaseliquid interphase drag in the core ranged from 50% to 150%;
these values were set to clarify the effects of the relatively large
difference on the cladding surface temperature, referring to the
related analytical approach by Kumamaru et al [22]. In the RELAP5
code, the single-phase steam convection regime is selected when
the void fraction is above 0.999 at a node. The convective heat
transfer in the single-phase steam flow is calculated by using the
maximum value among the estimation based on the correlations
obtained by Dittus and Boelter [23], Sellars et al [24], and Churchill
and Chu [25]. When the heat transfer mode becomes convective
heat transfer in the single-phase steam flow, an increase starts in
the cladding surface temperature. The steam convective heat
transfer coefficient in the core was in the range of 50% to 150%;
these values were chosen to clarify the effects of the relatively large
difference on the cladding surface temperature. The injection
pressure of the ACC system ranged from 4.46 MPa to 4.56 MPa,

according to the measurement uncertainty of ±0.05 MPa [2]. The
source code was modified in the calculations under the defined
uncertain ranges of the gaseliquid interphase drag in the core and
the steam convective heat transfer coefficient in the core. All the
aforementioned uncertain parameters were distributed uniformly.

Wilks' formula for two-sided statistical tolerance limits [26] was
applied to determine the necessary number n of computer code
runs.

1� an � nð1� aÞan�1 � b (1)

where a is the probability and b is the confidence level. The
requiredminimum number of computer code calculations becomes
93 for a 95% probability and 95% confidence level. A random value
for each set of the uncertain parameters was generated by simple
random sampling for 100 cases, whichwere chosen considering the
required minimum number of the calculations.

5.3. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis results

Figs. 25e29 compare the results of the sensitivity analysis and
the post-test analysis (base case calculation) for the cladding sur-
face temperature in terms of each uncertain parameter. The
experimental result for the PCT corresponded to the normalized
value of 1 shown in these figures. The cladding surface temperature
started to increase later when the Cd value through the break was
0.60, while this temperature began to rise earlier for a value of Cd of
0.62, as compared to the base case of 0.61 (Fig. 25). The PCT was
lower for a value of Cd of 0.60, whereas it was higher for a Cd value of

Table 3
PIRT and related uncertain parameters for cold leg SBLOCA.

Component Phenomenon Rank Uncertain parameter

Break Critical flow H Discharge coefficient through break for single-phase
liquid and two-phase flow

Upper head Two-phase mixture level L Gaseliquid interphase drag in upper head
Upper plenum Two-phase mixture level M Gaseliquid interphase drag in upper plenum

Horizontal stratification L Gaseliquid relative velocity in upper plenum
Fuel rods Decay heat H Core decay power

Stored heat M Thermal conductivity of fuel rod
Heat capacity of fuel rod

Core Two-phase mixture level H Gaseliquid interphase drag in core
Heat transfer H Steam convective heat transfer coefficient in core
Rewet M Boiling heat flux in core

Downcomer Two-phase mixture level M Gaseliquid interphase drag in downcomer
Bypass flow between upper head and downcomer L Form loss coefficient in upper head spray nozzle
Bypass flow between hot leg leak line and downcomer L Form loss coefficient in hot leg nozzle

Pressurizer Two-phase mixture level L Gaseliquid interphase drag in pressurizer
Hot leg Horizontal stratification L Gaseliquid relative velocity in hot leg
SG Steam discharge through SG secondary valve L Discharge coefficient through SG flow control valve
Crossover leg Horizontal stratification L Gaseliquid relative velocity in crossover leg
Cold leg Steam condensation on ACC coolant H Injection pressure of ACC system

Steam condensation on LPI coolant L Injection pressure of LPI system
Horizontal stratification L Gaseliquid relative velocity in cold leg

Primary coolant pump Flow resistance L Resistance coefficient in primary coolant pump
Coastdown performance L Rotation speed of primary coolant pump

ACC, accumulator; H, high-ranked phenomenon; L, low-ranked phenomenon; LPI, low-pressure injection; M, medium-ranked phenomenon; PIRT, phenomena identification
and ranking table; SBLOCA, small-break loss-of-coolant accident; SG, steam generator.

Table 4
List of parameters and ranges used for uncertainty analysis.

Parameter Base case value Range Distribution

Discharge coefficient through break for
single-phase liquid and two-phase flow

0.61 [0.60, 0.62] Uniform

Core decay power Specified value MW [�0.1, þ0.1]MW Uniform
Gaseliquid interphase drag in core 100% [50, 150]% Uniform
Steam convective heat transfer coefficient in core 100% [50, 150]% Uniform
Injection pressure of ACC system 4.51 MPa [4.46, 4.56] MPa Uniform

ACC, accumulator.
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0.62, as compared to the base case of 0.61. As for the core decay
power, the increase rate of the cladding surface temperature was
not the same among the cases for the specified value, and the
specified value minus and plus 0.1 MW (Fig. 26). The PCT was lower
in the case of the specified value minus 0.1 MW, whereas it was
higher in the case of the specified value plus 0.1 MW, as compared
to the base case of the specified value. Concerning the gaseliquid
interphase drag in the core, the cladding surface temperature
started to increase earlier in the case of a value of 50%, whereas it
began to rise later in the case of a value of 150%, as compared to the
base case of 100% (Fig. 27). The PCT was higher in the case of a value
of 50%, whereas it was lower in the case of a value of 150%, as
compared to the base case of 100%. The PCT may be considerably
higher when the core interphase drag is somewhat smaller.
Regarding the steam convective heat transfer coefficient in the core,
the increase rate of the cladding surface was not the same among
the cases of values of 50%, 100%, and 150% (Fig. 28). The PCT was
higher in the case of a value of 50%, whereas it was lower in the case
of a value of 150%, as compared to the base case of 100%. The PCT
may be considerably higher when the core heat transfer coefficient
is somewhat smaller. As for the injection pressure of the ACC sys-
tem, the PCT was higher in the case of a value of 4.46 MPa, whereas

Cd
Cd
Cd
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Fig. 25. Influences of discharge coefficient through break on cladding surface tem-
perature by RELAP5 sensitivity analysis.
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Fig. 26. Influences of core decay power on cladding surface temperature by RELAP5
sensitivity analysis.

1,0001,000 1,1001,100 1,2001,200 1,3001,300 1,4001,400 1,5001,500

Fig. 27. Influences of gaseliquid interphase drag in core on cladding surface temper-
ature by RELAP5 sensitivity analysis.
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Fig. 28. Influences of steam convective heat transfer coefficient in core on cladding
surface temperature by RELAP5 sensitivity analysis.

1,0001,000 1,1001,100 1,2001,200 1,3001,300 1,4001,400 1,5001,500

Fig. 29. Influences of injection pressure of accumulator system on cladding surface
temperature by RELAP5 sensitivity analysis.
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it was lower in the case of a value of 4.56 MPa, as compared to the
base case of 4.51 MPa (Fig. 29).

Fig. 30 shows the relationship between the PCT and the cumu-
lative value of the 100 calculated runs for the uncertainty analysis.
The frequency at certain values of the calculated PCT was distrib-
uted randomly. The calculated minimum and maximum PCTs were
estimated and found to be 641 K and 859 K, respectively. The
experimental result for the PCT was a value between the calculated
minimum and maximum PCTs. Fig. 31 shows the calculated results
of order statistics for the maximum to fifth-maximum PCTs, which
are compared to the base case calculation. The times when the PCT
appeared in the calculated runs were different. Because of the 100
calculated runs, the calculated second-maximum PCT of 833 K
corresponded to a value of PCT with a 95% probability and 95%
confidence level. The difference between the calculated maximum
and second-maximum PCTs was caused by the different conditions
for the values of the Cd through the break and the ACC injection
pressure. For the five calculated runs, the common conditions for
achieving the maximum to fifth-maximum PCTs included a core
interphase drag of 50% and a core heat transfer coefficient of 50%.

Following this, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient rs [27],
which is a nonparametric measure of rank correlation that statisti-
cally depends on the ranking of two variables x and y, was applied to
identify the strengthof the relationshipbetween the two sets of data.

rs ¼ 1�
6
P
i
ðxi � yiÞ2

ns
�
n2s � 1

� (2)

where x is the rank of the input variable (i.e., the uncertain
parameter), y is the rank of the output variable (i.e., PCT), and ns is
the number of data sets (i.e., the number of the calculated runs).
The rs values for the Cd through the break, the core decay power, the
core interphase drag, the core heat transfer coefficient, and the ACC
injection pressure were estimated and found to be �0.01,
0.44, �0.34, �0.64, and �0.06, respectively, as shown in Table 5.
The uncertain parameter is considered to be poorly correlated with
the PCT when the absolute value of rs is small. The PCT was thus
largely influenced by the combination of the multiple uncertain
parameters including the core decay power, the core interphase
drag, and the core heat transfer coefficient within the defined un-
certain ranges. To indicate the safety margin in this type of cold leg
SBLOCA with AM measure, the uncertainties in the code physical
models under modification of the source code are essential for

evaluation of the PCT. Improvement of the uncertain ranges of such
uncertain parameters as the gaseliquid interphase drag in the core
and the steam convective heat transfer coefficient in the core may
be needed for better evaluation of the PCT.

6. Conclusions

A PKL experiment was performed for the OECD/NEA PKL-3
Project as a counterpart to a previous LSTF test on a PWR cold leg
SBLOCA with SG secondary-side depressurization as an AM mea-
sure. The onset timing of the AM measure under the pressure
limitation of the PKL test was set to simulate the phenomena
observed in the LSTF test such as core recovery after LSC induced by
steam condensation on the ACC coolant. Mutual comparison of the
LSTF and PKL tests was conducted to investigate the influences of
system scaling on the major thermal-hydraulic responses. The re-
sults of the LSTF test were compared with the post-test analysis
results using the RELAP5/MOD3.3 code to clarify the remaining
subjects. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses for the LSTF test were
carried out to study the influences of single or multiple uncertain
parameters on the PCT. Major results are summarized as follows:

1. The core collapsed liquid level recovered quickly after the LSC,
and thus the whole core was quenched in both tests. The in-
crease of the cladding surface temperature was much smaller in
the PKL test than it was in the LSTF test because the first LSC and
core recovery occurred immediately after the first core uncovery
probably due to influences of the difference between the LSTF
and the PKL in the crossover leg geometry. The cladding surface
temperature continued to increase because of the liquid level
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Fig. 31. RELAP5 calculated results of order statistics for maximum to fifth-maximum
peak cladding temperatures (PCTs).

Fig. 30. Relationship between peak cladding temperature (PCT) and cumulative value
of calculated runs for RELAP5 uncertainty analysis.

Table 5
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient for uncertain parameter.

Parameter Spearman's rank
correlation
coefficient

Discharge coefficient through break for
single-phase liquid and two-phase flow

�0.01

Core decay power 0.44
Gaseliquid interphase drag in core �0.34
Steam convective heat transfer coefficient in core �0.64
Injection pressure of ACC system �0.06

ACC, accumulator.
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drop in the core due to steam condensation that occurred for a
short while after the ACC actuation following the AMmeasure in
the PKL test; this was similar to the LSTF test. In the PKL test
only, the primary pressure became much lower than the SG
secondary-side pressure because of a significant condensation
of steam on the ACC coolant by a significant increase in the ACC
flow rate after the incipience of the injection. This was probably
due to effects of the difference between the LSTF and the PKL in
the ACC injection configuration. The actuation of the LPI system
contributed to continuous core cooling in both tests.

2. The RELAP5 code predicted the overall trends of the major
thermal-hydraulic responses observed in the LSTF test well.
Some discrepancies from themeasured data, however, appeared
in the liquid levels at the cold leg, the crossover leg downflow
side, and the core. The increase of the cladding surface tem-
perature during the first core uncovery was underpredicted due
to the shorter duration of the first core uncovery. The PCT was
underpredicted because of the overprediction of the core
collapsed liquid level due to insufficient prediction of the ACC
flow rate.

3. PIRT for each component were undertaken from the viewpoint
of the importance of phenomena in determining the PCT.Within
the defined uncertain ranges, the PCT was found to be largely
dependent on the combination of the multiple uncertain pa-
rameters including the core decay power, the gaseliquid inter-
phase drag in the core, and the steam convective heat transfer
coefficient in the core.
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Nomenclature

ACC accumulator
AM accident management
Cd discharge coefficient
ECCS emergency core cooling system
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident
LPI low-pressure injection
LSC loop seal clearing
LSTF large scale test facility
PCT peak cladding temperature
PIRT phenomena identification and ranking table
PKL primӓrkreislӓufe versuchsanlage
PWR pressurized water reactor
PZR pressurizer
ROSA rig of safety assessment
SBLOCA small-break loss-of-coolant accident
SG steam generator
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